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DHH Serbia recorded a +13% growth in gross sales in Q32018 vs. Q32017 

Milan, 29 November 2018. (“DHH”) (DHH.MI | WDHH21.MI) (ISIN shares IT0005203622 | ISIN 
warrants IT0005203689), a tech company whose mission is to create the “Internet Platform of the 
Emerging markets of Europe,” announced that DHH.SRB d.o.o (“DHH Serbia”), the Serbian 
company and owner of Plus.rs and mCloud, which is controlled by DHH, recorded a +13% increase in 
gross sales in Q32018 vs. Q32017, passing from 28.529 EUR (Q32017 - net of intercompany 
transactions) to 32.368 EUR (Q32018 – net of intercompany transactions).  

During the third quarter of 2018, DHH has seen the acquisition of one of the top cloud providers in 
Serbia, mCloud. This initiative has also been put forward as the next step regarding the consolidation of 
DHH’s position in the Serbian market.  

Data are taken from the management accounts, unaudited.   

*** 

About DHH S.p.A. 

Established in July 2015 and located in Milan, DHH SpA (“DHH”) is a tech-group that invests in the 
best cloud computing companies in the emerging digital economies.  
DHH strives to be the reference investment player in the Web Hosting, SaaS and Cloud Computing 
industries in markets where the Internet penetration is still in a “beginner” phase, starting from Italy 
and western Balkans and determined to establish a global footprint.  
DHH is listed on AIM Italia, a Multilateral Trading Facility regulated by Borsa Italiana and registered as 
an SME Growth Market.  
For more information please visit: www.dhh.international  
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